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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP3552674A1] A multifunctional curved training structure includes a main body in an U shape, and a second main body in an U shape. A
first supporting bracket is provided between a first left branch and a first right branch of the first main body. A second supporting bracket is provided
between a second left branch and a second right branch of the second main body. A left elastic connecting member arched in shape includes a left
spring and a left flexible sleeve enveloping the left spring. Two ends of the left elastic connecting member are respectively connected to the first left
branch and the second left branch. An right elastic member arched in shape includes a right spring and a right flexible sleeve enveloping the right
spring. Two ends of the right elastic connecting member are respectively connected to the first right branch and the second right branch. Thus, a
user can selectively use the multifunctional curved training structure as an auxiliary tool for multiple workout types including push-ups, arm training
and abdominal crunches for different workout patterns.
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